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Pete’s Vision of Galactic
 Harbours 

A Green Road to Space

Three Galactic Harbours – Two Space Elevators each 
       Initially: 7 Climbers a week/SE – 14 MT each tether 
climber payload        x2 x3 = 30,660 Tonnes/yr  
       Growing to: 7 Climbers a week/SE – 79 MT each tether 
climber payload        x2 x3 = 173,010 Tonnes/yr
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GEO	
100,000	km	

Galactic	Harbour		
Pacific	

Galactic	Harbour		
Atlantic	

Galactic	Harbour		
Indian	Ocean	

Massive tonnage raised by electricity to GEO and beyond, 
daily, routinely, inexpensively, safely, and in an Earth Friendly 

manner.



Space Solar Power
 

 

Part III 

Critical Challenges 

 

 
 

 Alpha Mark IIIA 

9,800 Tonnes

Out Put 2 GWatts
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World Total of HLNW
By 2050
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Nuclear Weapons Summary: As shown in Figure 4.4 (App E.3a), the anticipated eventual 
U.S. total H-L-W, from its 1943 until the 1980's 'weapons frenzy', and subsequent 'nuclear-
weapons limitation Agreements with Russia' [Sittlow, 2020], is significant. Spent-fuel in 
immobilizing casks 34,800 t; H-L-W in 'Vitrified' or 'Calcined' form: 20,947 t. This 55,747 
t is, naturally, awaiting some location for 'permanent disposal'. (App. E.5 for “Yucca 
Mountain Disposal Site” details).  From 1945 to 2016 the World Total H-L-W from 
Nuclear Weapons Production: 315 Kt.   This 315 Kt does not take into account any material 
that may still be in 'Weapons Reactors' or have been diverted to 'civilian Reactors'; 
Therefore, it is likely that the 'true number' may actually be much larger.   However, this 
leads to about 315,000 tonnes that must be completely removed from our environment for 
many hundreds, thousands or even millions of years]!  
 
4.2.4 Summary of High-Level waste: This chapter concludes with a summary of the 
disposal issue, by mass.  By about 2018, a minimum of 315 Kt, ('Weapons') + 36.5 Kt, 
('Vitrified') + 145 Kt, ('repackaged fuel') leads to a total of 496,000 tonnes of H-L-W 
requiring Permanent Disposal.  This number completely ignores the 190,000 tonnes of 
'spent fuel still in 'wet storage', as well as future tonnes estimated in the previous section.  
 

Table 4.2, World Total of H-LNW 
Type of Highly 
Radioactive Material 

Storage 
 Method 

'World' Total 
Amount, (Kt) 

Planned 'Future' for 
the Material 

Weapons Dry 315 Permanent Disposal 
'Vitrified'* Dry 36.5 Permanent Disposal 
'Repackaged' Dry 145 Permanent Disposal 
'Spent-Fuel' 'Wet' 190 Unknown 
Future 2019 - 30  32.8 Permanent Disposal 
Future 2031 - 50  90 Permanent Disposal 
Total  810,000 tonnes  

 
This leads to a total disposal need for H-L-W of close to 810,000 tonnes.   
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Massive Movement
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Space Elevator expected
movement of mass



Sun Shades at L1
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Fig. 5.1 Shadowing geometry. (Left) Schematic. The L1 point and the common Earth–
Moon barycenter remain in-line as they both orbit the sun with a 1-year period (not to 
scale). (Right) Time-averaged view from Earth. The Earth wobbles with a 1-month period 
relative to the penumbral shadows cast from a sunshade at 1.5 and 2.4 Gm (dashed 
circles)7.  
 

5.4 Space Elevator Orbital Insertion Approach:   
The strengths of Space Elevators change the approach for "how to get to space."  The 
ability to move massive amounts of cargo to GEO and beyond opens up concepts that have 
been "shelved" in the past.  This idea of cooling Earth by providing a shade at the Sun-
Earth L-1 location is remarkable in both timing and achievability.  The needs to address 
global warming are increasing from national to international levels of concern and potential 
actions.  The key is that Space Elevators could implement this geo-engineering of the 
Earth's climate if the direction is given to accomplish this mission.  There is nothing in 
Professor Angel's concept that could not be started now.  This would enable trillions of 
two-foot diameter flyers to be available when the Space Elevator reaches its full operating 
capacity leading to 170,000 tonnes being placed at L-1.  This approach could "enable this 
environmentally significant mission."  The following steps would place the trillions of 
flyers in the L-1 location. 
 

	
7	[Angel,	2006b]		



Sun Shades 
Launches to Complete
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Table	5.1	Galactic	Harbour	Fulfillment	of	L-1	Sun	Shade	Missions	
                Note, Saturn V escape mass - 45,000 kg - pad mass - 3,038,500 kg = 1.4% 
 
The beautiful thing about a permanent infrastructure is that you could improve it and still 
have the same environmental effects from the operation with a tremendous increase in 
capability.  The last column above is one that takes the current vision of the Space Elevator 
and increases it by ten.  Most engineering solutions can be improved by ten by either 
building a factor of ten more sets of train tracks or by improving the actual operational 
through-put.  I am sure no one living in 1830 would not have believed the amount of train 
traffic, or speeds seen in 2020, much less that crazy idea of flying in an airplane across the 
Atlantic.  The last column above shows how the Sun Shade idea could be implemented 
with a robust statement of need (Demand Pull) and then an equally robust development of 
Space Elevators in both schedule and capability.   

5.6 Conclusions:   
Humanity needs to stop or turn back global warming.  One concept that has much promise 
is providing a "sun shade" at the Sun-Earth L-1 orbital spot.  This would block 1.8% of the 
sun's energy and help stop global warming.  The critical element in this proposal has 
always been the expense for launch and the rocket equation mass delivery percentages.  
Once again, the old solution to this problem was to go to the Moon and develop a mining 
and manufacturing operation to make the trillions of flyers and then send them to the L1 
spot, instead of manufacturing and delivering them directly from the Earth.  Now that 
Space Elevators look real and should be operational by the second half of the 2030's 
decade, the potential solution to turn global warming around could come out of this "on-
hold" idea.  By ramping up Space Elevators with more tethers and bigger tether climbers, 
the movement of tonnage can go up linearly - exceeding 500,000 tonnes per year, enabling 
the sun shade idea to initiate operations within the early 40's decade.  The realization is 
that: Space Elevators can Enable a Sun Shield for Earth at L-1. 
  

Reference 
Mission   

Sun Shade - 
20,000,000 

tonnes 

Saturn V 
Rocket 

Galactic 
Harbour 

Initial 
Operational 
Capability 

(2039) 
 

Galactic 
Harbour Full 
Operational 
Capability 

(2045) 
 

Galactic 
Harbour 
Robust 

Operational 
Capability 

(2052) 
 

Throw Mass 
to L-1 

45 tonnes 14 x 6 = 84 
tonnes per day 

79 x 6 = 474 
tonnes per day 

79 x 60 = 4740 
tonnes per day 

Launches 
Required 

444,444 238,100 42,194 4,219 

With Daily 
launches - 
How many 
years 

1,218 652 115 11.5 



Possible fusion Reactions
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He-3 + He-3
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Velocities at Apex 
Anchor
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Space Elevator 
Earth Port
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Figure 6.2: Space Elevator Earth Port [Image by lux Virtual 

and Galactic Harbour Associates, Inc] 
 
The Earth Port was formerly known as the Marine Node of a Space Elevator system before 
it became the focus of a remarkable transportation infrastructure. The Earth Port: [Swan 
2017b] 
 

• serves as a mechanical and dynamical termination of the Space Elevator tether, 
providing reel-in/reel-out capability and position management in order to deal with 
tension, wind and current 

• serves as a port for receiving and sending ocean-going vessels (OGVs); provides 
landing pads for helicopters from the OGVs 

• serves as a facility for attaching and detaching payloads to and from tether climbers 
and attaching and detaching climbers to and from the tether 

• provides food and accommodation for crew members as well as power, 
desalinization and waste: essentially all things necessary for human habitation 

• management, communications and other such support. 
 
Earth Port Environment Impact:  From an environmental point of view for the Galactic 
Harbour, the Earth Port poses a minimal but significant risk to the environment. The same 
regulations that govern offshore oil and gas platforms would be applicable to the Earth 
Port. Table 6-1 (at end of chapter) provides a summary of some examples of regulations 
pertaining to the protection of marine habitats and species in various regions around the 
world. The Earth Port would have some impacts regarding the surrounding area. These 
impacts would be similar to offshore oil and gas activities as shown in Table 6-2 (at end of 
chapter).  Building the Earth Port would not pose any more of an impact to the environment 
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Wrong Physics?
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He-3 on the Moon
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